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The aim of the article is to highlight the ways in which transnational organised crime in the Western
Balkans developed and is developing, on the one hand, and some problems of combating transnational
organized crime on the other. For that purpose the author analyses the development and challenges of
criminal investigation trends in the Western Balkans and Slovenia, and reviewed literature and other
sources to identify main problems and try to find some answers. If new technologies are being used
(misused) for criminal purposes, then it is logical to use them in the field of criminal justice, that is,
for the purpose of the scientific suppression of crime. In that sense, professional education of judges,
prosecutors, attorneys and police should include knowledge of criminalistics, which is not the case in
all transitional countries. From all above stated facts it is important to analyse transitional crime
problems in the Western Balkans that we can plan for the future. In conclusion, the author examines
certain measures that expose failures and suggests some answers to the questions in connection with
the fight on transnational organised crime in the Western Balkans. The diffuse nature and complexity
of the problem should not reduce the countries’ determination to counter it, for that alone would result
in failure.

I.

Introduction

Organised crime is in many ways a developmental issue in the Western Balkan’s countries, reflecting
the lack of adequately protected property rights, the lack of local employment opportunities and the
fragility of states. Capacity-building projects within the judicial system are as much a part of the
process of dealing with organised crime as legislation. Participating informants and undercover
policing operations are a critical component in combating organised crime. International assistance
and conditionality must be coordinated to avoid overburdening local administrations. The countries of
the region need to take a more balanced approach to gathering and collating criminal intelligence.
Operations should be based on accurate threat assessments, not on political or media priorities. The
international community can assist in creating the necessary expertise for this task. 2
The prevention and repression of organised crime is an aim which no one would dare to question. But
we must control and manage the crime instead of fight against crime. Crime was always present in the
history and as it seems, it will always be there especially in the Western Balkans. We must control and
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try to reduce organised crime to the minimum risk for society, since it seems uthopic to eradicate it
completely as we experienced in the past. In this fight it is uncertain who will win. Controlling and
managing crime will help for better society. To do that, we must focus on highest levels of criminals
using cooperation. If there is absence of commitment at the top, there is a lack of moral authority to
enforce laws and punish the criminals. Ambitious promises leads to loss of public confidence.
Uncoordinated reforms mean that no one is committed to implement and kept up to date. Reforms that
rely too much on law and enforcement leads to repression, which stimulates crime. Reforms which
focus only on the ordinary people cases have no effect in general on organised crime.3
Organised crime is a major problem in most of the countries in the region. It is essential to collect and
analyze information and experiences about organised crime systematically. For this purpose we need
the determination of an appropriate policy to fight organised crime. What is common is an
understanding of the features that characterize the way in which organised criminal groups operate.
Western Europe is confronted by international drug traffickers seeking new markets and trafficking
routes. As communication and transportation links expand between the East and West, increased
quantities of illicit drugs are transported and distributed throughout Europe by organised criminal
groups. The traditional Balkan Route has been interrupted by the civil war in the former Yugoslavia.
In the early 1990s, another variation of the Balkan Route emerged with the increased commerce. Due
to the danger which organised crime represents to democratic society a special emphasis is given to
the questions of national and public security. Creation of preventive measures is the most important
part of criminal policy here. Organised crime is increasingly moving over national borders and is
becoming an international problem. This is why we addresses the issue of international co-operation in
suppressing organised crime in the framework of INTERPOL, EUROPOL, Schengen Accord, and
other international bilateral and multilateral agreements.
Analyses of previous mentioned international institutions shows that the economic integration of
Western Europe and the political transformation of Eastern Europe offer new opportunities for
economic growth and individual freedom. Unfortunately, these events also provide international drug
traffickers with unprecedented opportunities to expand their criminal activities throughout the
continent. Cocaine and heroin will continue to permeate the markets of Western Europe. Lax border
controls and ineffectual drug law enforcement in Eastern Europe and the countries of the
Commonwealth of Independent States will continue to invite smuggling ventures to circumvent tighter
customs inspections in Western European ports of entry. Cocaine abuse levels are expected to steadily
rise, whereas heroin abuse will continue to retain stable at its current levels. Cannabis, the most
widely-abused drug throughout Europe, may be procured more easily as governments address the
issue of soft drug legalization. Amphetamines will continue to increase in popularity among Europe's
youth. There will be an increase in the amount of amphetamines produced in Eastern European
countries, not only for Western markets, but for local consumption as well. Reasonably priced
amphetamines will continue to attract a user population unable to afford either heroin or cocaine.
Organised crime destroys the potential benefits of introducing democracy and market disciplines. As a
result, investors, both domestic and foreign, are less willing to risk their capital. There are also
political and social costs. General public mistrust of parliamentarians, public servants and state
institutions reduce citizens' respect for authority and willingness to abide by the rule of law. Higher
rates of crime threaten national security, political stability and economic development.4
Curbing organised crime requires a multi-disciplinary response and co-operation between different
institutions at the national and international levels. The diffuse nature and complexity of the problem
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should not reduce the will to counter it for that alone would result in failure. Countries of Western
Balkan should not lose sight of the fact that gradual improvements in democracy and the market
economy will in the longer term go hand in hand with reduced levels of organised crime. For a clearer
picture of what is happening in the region, we will closely analyse the problems regarding organised
crime in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia.

II.

Security and Cooperation at Responding on Organised Crime in the
Western Balkans

It is very hard to measure organized crime but in spite of that the results and data are more or less
comparable. From the research data collected so far, we can see that organized crime is increasing in
the Western Balkans, especially in the economic field. We are encountering the same problems like in
other places in Europe but of course with little deviations. This is depending on the ways of combating
organized crime and how institutions save and deals with information. The only thing that matters in
combating crime is right, precise and punctual information and cooperation. But can we say that crime
is increasing and that there are differences between East and West? We can answer that question by
data comparison, which are accessible and reliable, but, even so, we can not give reliable answer5. For
the purpose of this article, we analysed data and documents on organised crime in some countries of
the Western Balkans, which are of particular interest for us in the region.

A.

Slovenia

In Slovenia the cooperation between law enforcement institutions (police and public prosecutors
offices) and the connection between these institutions and financial institutions was pointed out as on
of the main problems. The second problem is the weak social development: this is the reason why we
should develop conditions for good social workings. Civil society through NGOs can have influence
on responsibility of public mandate holders. Influence in the reduction of crime is shown in the
independence of media, education and pressure on young’s to do right and proper things and state new
values. Civil society bears the most important role in preventing crime and can lead to better society.
Civil society represents the interests of specific groups, is building partnership between society and
others institutions. In this way it can build consciousness to the people that organized crime is a bad
and wrong way of living. Beside civil society, educational institutions and researching journalism play
a big role in combating organizes crime.
We have to increase collaboration of all actors in the society to reduce crime, but the most important
are law institutions, professional groups, academic researchers, representative bodies of economy,
NGOs and civil society. We must combine different interested impartial persons, who are coming
from the above mentioned institutions and groups with the aim to debate how to reduce organized
crime. The main role of forums about organized crime are to accept as soon as possible common
concepts of reducing crime, to form new law instruments, to build better usage and to stimulate better
dialog between those who are combating crime and especially organized crime.
The process of connecting economical and political fields can lead to changes in the comprehension of
the role of law enforcement officers on international and national relationships. In these days
organized crime expanded to a size, that can not be overlooked. The fact that organised crime is skilful
to avoid law enforcement control, makes of it a serious threat to international security. Interested states
are combating this threat with different bilateral and multilateral contracts, endeavouring in this way
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with collectively powers to stop harmful actions of international criminal organizations. The majority
of international police cooperation is limiting it selves on forms of international help and support
between police all over the world: that means collecting, analytic treatment, synthesizing and
exchanging information about international criminal activities. There are no bilateral or multilateral
contracts in the Police Corporation fields that restore autonomy over-national police organizations
which could direct the states to unite security policy on the fields of interior affairs.6
As regards law enforcement working problems, our opinion is that we should intensify the work in the
field of prevention and informant group, which will represent presence of law enforcement officer near
the pubs, community policing and of course to brighten potential victims with organizing the
conferences. With these actions we could reduce the fear of crime and increase the confidence in to
law enforcement. We should begin to work on those groups, which are in the command of defined
area, and on terrorization which is orientated in to mutual fighting because of taking over the
commands and crime activities on different areas. This violence represents the biggest threat to peace
and security (murders etc.).
Crime acts, which are significant for organized crime, represent just a part of all criminal activities.
The penal code should therefore follow contemporary trends; also implementation of new penalties,
seizure the illegal fortune etc. There are question whether the classic penal code is good enough for
persecuting organized crime7. First problems are appearing at detecting and collecting evidences. With
further investigation police officers and prosecutors are meeting with new problems, like detecting and
seizure of illegal money, tracking the bribes, gifts and dirty money. We fare finding that the penal
code is sufficient but defective is execution of rules. Foreign experts are advising that institutions
should analyze the procedures which have taken to the failure. Before that, institutions should confess
the mistakes and intend to spend more money into education8.
Problems of detecting and persecuting organized crime in Slovenia are shown in petty qualification of
prosecutors and in unsuitable cooperation between law enforcement officers and other state
institutions (tax office, other institutions). There has been multiple times exposure that state
prosecutors need more extra education for understanding and persecuting modern forms of organized
crimes. In the investigation process financial and other experts should be involved. Beside that a more
active role from the state, which is shown in creating better laws, should be promoted. Unsuitable
regulations are not the main problem in combating organized crime: the problem lays in an unsuitable
execution of those regulations, which are uneconomical and unbalanced. Reproaches that we have bad
laws are not based on serious analyzes. Analyzes reveal that in comparison with Europe we have
adequate laws and a lot of specialized institutions for prosecuting crime, that however are not linked
and do not work together. Findings show that this cooperation is not working because of personal
matters among individuals working in these institutions. The courts of justice, which were recently
found guilty of non reducing crime level, do not have political representatives to speak in favour of the
independence of courts. It should be stressed more that courts are the ones who protects human rights
and weigh evidence and not the ones that should prove the guilty of criminals. State institutions, which
should have more power and knowledge, seem to be loosing the fight with opposite side because they
are not connected, not functional and not harmonious.9
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We should solve the problems systematically. Firstly, we should increase the detection rate by
educating law enforcement officers, by increasing the cooperation between them and by changing the
general idea that organized crime is untouchable. We should pay attention that the usage of undercover
actions not becomes a threat to democracy. Warnings that undercover actions can be used for political
matters should be carefully analyzed. Undercover actions are normal procedure in modern states to
fight bigger crime (organized crime, corruption, etc). The problem is in the execution of these actions
and in the introduction of new measures.
Strengthen direct forms of cooperation between police and prosecution offices is shown at combating
organized crime. State prosecutors have included proactive procedures of accompanying the suspects
of organized crime. It is significant that in Slovenia, after its independence, police and prosecution
offices did not develop as quickly as organized crime. These two institutions can follow the
development of modern forms of crime neither directly nor indirectly. This is true especially in the
case of economic crimes. In this field education and cooperation between police and financial
institutions is lacking.
To be equal to changes which are waiting for us, Slovenia should tie in with the European Union in the
economical, political and cultural fields. The European Union should know that Slovenia is a transit
state for illegal and legal migrations and is the aim for migrates not only from the west to the east but
also from the South to the North. Slovenia, a small middle-North European state, is lying in the area
where main traffic and criminal ways are going between West and South-East countries. We could
expose the so called “Balkan road” which is known as road of drugs, weapons and people and it is
connecting the Barcelona-Kiev route. And right that circumstances where lot of people in the small
areas are, are good for advantageous development of crime. A factor which is neutralizing a bigger
development of crime is equally populated areas and that there are no big cities, metropolises. The
analysis of similar cases, shown that we should be more careful and have better control over the poor
areas where there are lot of young people without education and job and are surviving with crimes
which are under the control of organized crime.10

B.

Republic of Croatia

There are problems when prosecuting crimes which are coming out from problems of detecting and
citing of proofs of crime and with connection to secrecy and intimidation. Protection of witness has
been implemented recently and still is not running on the satisfied level. The Republic of Croatia can
not give satisfaction protection to witness because it is a too small country to change witness’s identity
and to give witness help to continue with normal life. Because of that Croatia should work hard and
fast to implement bilateral and multilateral agreements regarding protection of witness. Until now, the
interrogation of witness has been very hard, not easy and ineffective. The data from witness were hard
to get without maximum protection and safety. Recently there have been legislative changes and
Croatia is hoping that this will bring some changes to the practice. But still there is no developed
international cooperation in the field of detecting and combating organized crime.
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International analysis shown that Croatia is a very high risk country regarding organized crime. The
most significant and frequent forms of tradition organized crimes are: illegal migrations, drug
smuggling, smuggling and illegal selling of weapons, making and distribution of forged money and
money laundering. Regarding trafficking, Croatia is transit, and also the aim country for some
migrations. The most migrants come from Romania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ukraine, Moldova,
Serbia and Montenegro. The main final countries for migrations are Italy and Slovenia.11
In Croatia there is a very critical expansion of corruption. Corruption is not construction by media and
the public perception is also high. Expansion of corruption is not expressed by official data and is
higher reported by investigation work and also by public opinion pools. It was pointed out that
corruption, nepotism, clientelism and conflict of interests are expanding. Connection between
corruption and economic crime is of concern, especially when the crime is organized and connected in
the different nets over the national borders. The aim of state institutions is to increase level of
reporting, detecting and investigation of corruption and to increase the effectiveness and justness of
courts including increasing the level and quantity of seizured illegal fortune.
Organized crime is a very serious phenomenon and is highly dangerous for the country. In the media
and in the public is creating the impression of organized crime’s generally presence. Sometimes it
looks like is penetrating in to politics, jurisdiction and in to the police. That is why it should
understand public reaction. But that impression is not reflected in the real conditions. Dangerous
organized crime in Croatia has not expand as in the modern develop transit countries. 12
Law regulations are better since the pressure of EU institutions on reforms and laws. Idea of needing
the prevention regarding corruption, trafficking and money laundering is begin to live in the
institutions and among experts. Missing skilled workers, education and not consistent following
modern principals are the things which are reducing effectiveness and focusing on the problem of
organized crime. Connections between organized crime and politic and jurisdictional institutions are
not systematic but are present. The most dangerous reports are that organized crime is penetrating in to
legal business operations where the danger is not just in money laundering but also in criminal taking
over the business. Situation is dangerous enough to have better mobilization and observation.
Organized crime in Croatia is not a system that is built into politics and economy but is the much
bigger composition in the economical and political field.
Regarding the laws a lot has been done (Croatia has adopted and ratified the majority of international
documents). The basic impression is that on a normative level Croatia has enough standard and
international solutions. Suitable is now the question why is Croatia not so good at detecting and
prosecution that kinds of crime. That is because objective, quick and powerful procedures of
economical and political changes in which the risk for development organized crime is very high.
Croatia needs effective economical and international reforms which will regulate the grey economy,
the illegal economy procedures and organized crime. Beside, there should be included also the
scientific projects mostly on field of over-border cooperation with which we could seek for all forms
of organized crime and order integral politic which could reduce the organized crime on national and
international area. Croatia should collect the data about dimension and range of crimes regarding
organized crime. Especially there should be important observation and research on the new modern
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forms of organized crime, activities of organized groups and their connections with international
groups. And, of course, there must be set up a unique data base13.

C.

Bosnia And Herzegovina

In Bosnia and Herzegovina international data about safety of citizens because of organized crime is
very hard to get and we will not find anything particular. When we say this, we think about deficit in
investigation of organized crime, especially in sight of public opinion. Researches regarding citizen
safety – fear of crime – are provided in majority on the base of citizen’s perception of threatening.
Beside people’s perception is also based on writings in media about groups of organized crime. Stories
are in majority exaggerated and are written and adjusted much more exclusive. If we are looking for
relevant signs which are showing the real conditions of people’s fear of crime – threatening - than we
must mention two researches- First, research about victimization published in 2002 where we can find
universal questioner about victimization. Data show that citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina are
feeling more safety than citizens in other European countries. Second research, Study of Fear of
crime, has been done in Sarajevo. Questionnaire included 1750 citizens. Data show that in Sarajevo
the fear of crime is present. We are guessing that that is consequence of the war.14
Everything mentioned above lead us to the conclusion that in Bosnia and Herzegovina there is a lack
of official data on organised crime. Meanwhile, established new state institutions and an increasing
number of young criminologists are guarantee that in Bosnia the similar researches will be provided
and its number will increase. Many Bosnia and Herzegovina’s journals have been saying “there is
nothing organized in Bosnia (not even one citizen’s element including nature, industry, sport, culture
etc.) and it is nothing functioning as good as organised crime”. Every citizen who just one time a day
watch TV news or read first page in newspaper or listen radio will notice how important and actual is
the organized crime’s phenomenon. Many citizens are asking them selves why such big actuality of
these phenomenon. The answer is coming out from rumours that: Bosnia is an after-war transit
country, its politic power is present in the field of sport, culture and in the police, the country is
divided into many cantons, smaller provinces, has not unique police who is working together over the
whole country` s territory. It is not possible to precisely affirm what is the main reason for increasing
development of organized crime but it seems to be rumour that police is not unique and it is not
working like one, together over the whole territory. Beside that, powerful thesis is also the one, which
has been written in the political magazine “Dani”, nb. 407, 11.4.2005 where president of court Branko
Peric said: “Every country has own its own mafia, but our mafia has its country.”15
Out of an interior functioning or better unfunctioning sight, Bosnia can be considered like a state
subject which has a lot more of that what should have every modern country - of course, regarding this
theme. Bosnian authority is organized on misunderstanding asymmetrical, non functional,
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dysfunctional way: two entities which are functioning fictive like private countries; these entities are
again organized on three different level of authority. That will not be a problem if we talk about
modern decentralized authority. But we are talking about different kind of authority in Bosnia – more
complicated and branched. Police in Bosnia and Herzegovina is numerously and institutionally too
much over organized and over its capacity but out of functional effectiveness sight is none organized
and beside all that it is without good technical equipment and employees have different impropriate
occupation (miner, forester, farmer, different technicians, engineers but on the other hand educated
and graduated law enforcement officers are filling up the unemployment rate).16
When we are looking into statistics of organized crime we must know that it is not possible to measure
it exactly17. In Bosnia there are different institutions which are measuring organized crime: police,
public prosecution office, jurisdiction and institute for statistic. Among those police statistics has
biggest number of crime acts because they record all reported crimes without regarding if there has
been prosecution or judgment. Beside, at examining the statistics data we should be aware of gray
field of crime (the numbers of undetected crime). The biggest problem in prosecution of persons
committing organized crimes is collecting evidence. Beside that we should take into consideration that
groups of organized crime are influencing on police, judges and prosecutors. Even more, organized
crime has connections in politics, economy, financial institutions and in other places.
In Bosnia organized crime is undoubtedly present and it is showing in different forms. To reduce this
kind of crime Bosnia has to activate all competence subjects, adopt and change important laws. A long
time in Bosnia people and institutions could not talk or speak about existing organized crime, which
had influence on bad work of police, prosecutors and judges; on bad identification of forms of
organized crime and on increasing the number of undetected and unreported crime. Because of that it
should be good to devote extra time to research appearances which are showing on suspicion of
existing organized crime and that the results of these researches could bring positive base for relevant
conclusions regarding existing and dimension of organized crime.18

D.

Serbia

To the existent forms of organized crime, country has reacted in the frame of legal and economical
system and adopted all necessary law documents. Once they also adopted law which violated the
human rights too much and soon it was announced as unlawful. Country was changing different laws
to adopt the best law for reducing and restricting the different forms of organized crime and for better
working of law enforcement officers. The main aim was to minimize the level of organized crime. In
this aim we can find also all the main actual, up-to-date laws.19
Police has been working on different tasks to reduce and to “destroy” groups of organized crime, but
the most important were actions known as “the Sword” which gave good result in destroying
individual groups of organized crime, detecting and prosecuting money laundering and smuggling
different valuables but had never catch organized crime in financial businesses20. We need to say that
with those actions, police has done good work because the conditions has stabilized; especially in the
field of money laundering and smuggling different valuables. But unfortunately, as we can see, these
actions work just momentarily and we can not permanently minimize organized crime. For permanent
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reduction of level of organized crime, country’s institutions, law enforcements and others must work
continuously together and unique and not just with planned police actions. Meanwhile the media were
following everything regarding organized crime, announcing everything to public, organizing
meetings, talking, radio broadcasts etc. Prevention was disregarded because the restriction had the
advantage; beside prevention is not regulated.21
Beside previous mentioned proposals for reducing organized crime Serbia has more other proposals.
When they are talking about measuring the organized crime we should stress that its dimension and
widespread it is not possible to define exactly without full investigation characteristics of different
forms of organized crime, public opinion and analyze of perception of organized crime based on
representative sample. We must also investigate influence of transition to the appearance and
development of organized crime and in this context propose activities for prevention and repression. In
this complexion we must say that organized crime is becoming international and global (hard to solve)
problem. And because of that, contemporary model of national security should beside up-to-date era
demands, especially attention devote to the problem of organized crime. This method is based on
preliminary research of etiology of organized crime, its evaluation and prognosis, whit which it could
reduce the level of organized crime. We should form law enforcement intelligence service analytics at
ministry of interior to collect and analyze the data on the one place.22
With changing and complementing the Code of criminal procedure Serbia could bring investigation
and competence from courts to public prosecutor's offices and police. This could bring to reduction of
length of before trial criminal procedure, to changing some principals and to effectiveness in
persecution of perpetrators of organized crime. The last thing, they should establish effective
mechanism of control and supervision over all subjects who are working on reducing of organized
crime and corruption.

III.

Conclusions

Organised crime is not a problem unique to the Western Balkans but it clearly a major problem, and
may represent a barrier to stabilization within the region. Organised crime is in many ways a
developmental issue in the region, reflecting the lack of adequately protected property rights, the lack
of local economic opportunities and the lack of educating people and rebuilding state institutions
which curbing organised crime.
Legislation as a starting and key element reducing organised crime needs to be anticipatory rather than
re-active. Policy-makers need to follow actively and anticipate new practices and trends in organised
crime. The executive, legislature, civil servants and police are either unfamiliar with, or do not take,
the results of expert research seriously enough. This suggests there is a need for closer co-operation
between policy-makers and experts. Standardization and harmonization of police, prosecution and
judicial statistics can improve information about trends in organised crime. Preventive legislation
would harmonize the actions of different agencies and would increase their efficiency. Uncoordinated
reforms weaken the process.
International cooperation on the tracing, forfeiture and confiscation of assets has increased over the
past years, due to the efforts of western Balkan countries accepting basic principles for cooperation
and implementation of international documents. Without appropriate international cooperation, all
efforts would achieve few results at great cost. It is nevertheless necessary to raise awareness for the
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need to introduce legislation on the confiscation of the criminal proceeds and related provisional
measures for seizure and freezing. It is necessary to implement international standards to facilitate
efficient international cooperation, and to address the national dimension by introducing the necessary
legislative amendments; institutional framework, training programmes, and convening
multidisciplinary conferences.
It is not being done enough investing in development and education of the criminal investigators.
There is certainly an opinion, which prevails, that good criminal codes and good lawyers are the best
surety for efficiency in fight against the organized crime. Less attention is paid to the implementation
of laws in practical work, detection, investigation and proving criminal offences, i.e. training of
investigators and judges. Knowledge of criminal law (material and procedural) is of course necessary,
but it is not sufficient. Taking into consideration that judging means applying the law on facts of a
certain case, a need for knowledge of law is being too emphasized, and at the same time, the
significance in determination of facts is being completely lost from the sight. Determination of facts is
actually the most complicated, the hardest and the most responsible work of the attorney, investigative
judge and, of course, the police. This part of their work is in the same time the most important for the
trial. Proper implementation of the criminal law is impossible today without knowledge of criminal
investigation and criminology.
Thus, this millennium should be marked by efforts of mankind, especially by the efforts of the most
developed countries, on solving the biggest world problems. Therefore, along with medicine and
economic policy, the criminal investigation should be a science of the future. In such a way, the
qualifications of the judges, prosecuting and defence attorneys and police should consider knowledge
of the criminal investigation, which is not the case now. In order to achieve that, the criminal
investigation should be introduced as a regular subject of studies in the University of Law. Is the
Bologna process an opportunity for the criminal investigation to become a regular subject of the law
studies but since now criminal investigation is not considered as the law science. Let us remind
ourselves on unfortunate tragic situations after the arrests of suspects, who were suspected for
organizing criminal organizations and terrorism. After these spectacular arrests, which are a good
thing, some of the prisoners were set free because of the insufficient amount of evidence. It was due to
the fact that maximal attention was paid to the arrestment and less of required attention was paid to the
collection of facts and evidences that prove a criminal activity of the criminals.
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